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Connection
Imagine
We are always imagining bright futures for our Circle girls 
and teens, so we found it easy to choose our annual Circle 
Camp theme which reflects our focus at camp and during the 
mentoring year. This year’s theme is “Imagine!” and, as usual, 
our Circle girls and teens are stepping up in style to showcase 
their fresh ideas, individual creativity and imagination as a 
group.

An “Imagine” banner was created at each camp session 
and each girl was asked to imagine her future. Some of the 
younger girls imagined fulfilling some of their immediate wants 
including such short-term goals as “getting a dog” or “playing 
baseball.” The older teens gave more thought to their future 
careers and long-term goals. Brooke said she wants to be an 
OB/GYN. Paige wants to become a college professor. Riley 
wants to open up a daycare which she has already planned 
to name “Riley’s Romper Room!” Sierra wants to become a surgeon. Erin wants to become a Licensed Drug and 
Alcohol Abuse Counselor. Morgan is looking forward to becoming a pediatric nurse. Kaelyn can’t make up her 
mind between being a marine biologist or finding a job where she can help disabled kids. Faith wants to be a 
mom. Mackenzie wants to specialize in orthopedics. So many of the current Circle teens seem to be interested in 
the health care industry!

Our Circle girls and teens created an “Imagine” rock 
garden. At each session, they painted rocks with symbols 
of their hopes and dreams. The art projects continued with 
beautifully hand-crafted treasure boxes, dreamcatchers, 
and “no sew” blankets.

Thanks to the on-going support of the Franklin Savings Bank 
Foundation, the Best Buy Foundation, the General William 
Mayer Foundation, and the Rolfe and Rumford Donor 
Advised Fund, our girls and teens are enjoying a variety of 
art and photography projects throughout the year that have 
provided multiple opportunities for them to understand the 
creative process and discover their talents. 

With support from two local professional artists, several 
workshops were held during camp on photography. 
We were able to purchase six Olympus digital cameras 

(one for each cabin group), a laptop computer, Adobe graphics programs, producer video editing software, and 
also install wireless internet service at Circle Camp. The teens and staff took over 800 photographs as part of a 
project called “Girl’s Eye View.” Using their “artist’s eye” to capture a moment in time, the girls became mindful 
observers and budding photographers. Each girl was encouraged to express her unique, one-of-a-kind perspective. 
Her photography became a window into her personality, passions and concerns. The photography project was a 
perfect fit for our “Imagine!” theme.

2015 Circle Girl “Imagine” banner

“Imagine” rock garden

Continued on page 2
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With some initial guidance from the professional artists, the girls looked 
for the unexpected to create a surprising perspective, made ordinary 
subjects look beautiful, different or huge, captured unique facial 
expressions, looked for images or objects as a symbol to represent 
themselves, and documented a significant accomplishment, milestone or 
moment. Some of the girls practiced the art of composition, cropping and 
framing with a cardboard “view finder” to focus on their subject, while 
others learned to trust their eyes immediately. Artist Heidi Little quoted 
Jonathan Swift and told the girls, “Vision is the art of seeing what is 
invisible to others.”

After the camp workshops, the girls spent two Saturdays working in 
the artist’s studio and chose photos to create three-dimensional shadow 
boxes which they embellished with personal mementoes, famous quotes 
and their own poetry. They also chose one special photo to be framed in an 8” X 10” art mat. These photos were displayed at a 
special gallery show at the Arts Collaborative in Meredith alongside the work of the professional artists. Some of the photos are 
quite special and we used them to print up attractive notecards that will be sold to raise money for the Circle Program. The girls 
are so proud of their artwork and are inspired to continue! Envision, visualize, picture, and just “Imagine!”

“Imagine” Continued from page 1

Circle teen Chandra shows off her photography and 
artwork at the “Arts Collaborative” gallery showing.

PAREI Returns to Circle Camp 
for “Phase II”
Plymouth Area Renewable Energy Initiative (PAREI) experts returned to 
Circle Camp to continue our solar energy educational collaboration with 
their non-profit. The Circle teens were able to “job-shadow” these solar 
energy specialists and electricians during two workshops and a solar 
project work-day at Circle Camp. The teens learned more about the net-
metering of our large solar array (installed last fall) which has reduced 
the previous high cost of heating large quantities of water for showers, 
and then they completed a lighting and energy assessment at the camp. 
During a camp energy scavenger hunt under the guidance of Sandra 
Jones and Peter Adams of PAREI, our teens figured out how to reduce 
the camp’s energy footprint and electrical load and began to replace 
outdated light bulbs with LED bulbs through the NH Saves program. The 
teens were challenged to “find some energy that is being used right now 
that doesn’t need to be.” Their camp mantra became “Reduce, reuse, 
and recycle!”

Thanks to two grants – one from the Plymouth Rotary Club and one 
from the New Hampshire Electric Co-op, we continued the teens’ solar 
education on the alternating current side of the energy grid, discussed 
“phantom load,” and then built additional solar lighting on posts along 
the camp driveway. As a tribute to our camp cook and long-time Circle 
friend, the teens named the solar-powered light post along the driveway 
“Sheila’s Light!” in her honor!

Circle girls work alongside PAREI staff member Sandra 
Jones as they install “Sheila’s Light!” – a solar-powered 
light post outside the Circle Camp dining hall.

Our fleet 
of kayaks 

and canoes 
take over 
Spectacle 

Pond!
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Circle Holiday Tree Angels: With 
Gratitude to Andrea Sutherland
Thirty-six Circle girls with their mentors were enthusiastically 
reunited when they ventured back to Circle Camp for their October 
group gathering. In early anticipation of the holidays and our 
organization’s annual participation in the Common Man Festival of 
Trees competition, the girls made macaroni tree angel ornaments 
that they adorned with mini starfish. They will be used to decorate 
the Circle Program tree at the Common Man Inn in Plymouth, and 
we hope you will vote for our tree in early December.

The starfish story (which inspired the angel ornaments holding 
mini starfish) is a folktale, often told with many variations, and it 
comes up time and again at camp and during the Circle Program 
mentoring year. Because of this, our angel ornaments have 
significant meaning to our girls.

The story goes something like this: A woman was walking on a 
beach and watched a young girl pick something up and throw it 
into the ocean. Over and over again, the girl continued to bend 
over, pick something up, and throw it into the ocean. As the 
woman got closer, she realized the girl was picking up starfish that 
had been washed up onto the beach. She asked the girl what she 
thought she was doing.

The girl said, “I’m throwing the starfish back into the ocean. It is low 
tide right now and all of these starfish have been washed up onto 
the shore. If I don’t throw them back into the sea they will die from 
lack of oxygen.”

The woman said, “I understand what you are trying to do, but there 
are thousands of starfish on this shoreline. You can’t possibly get all 
of them back into the water. You can’t possibly make a difference!”

The girl bent down to pick up another starfish and threw it back into 
the sea. She replied, “It made a difference to that one!”

We love the starfish story because Circle works to make a 
difference in the life of each girl in our program! We are so grateful 
to our mentors and staff who join us in that effort.

This year we are especially grateful 
to our Office Manager, Andrea 
Sutherland, who has kept our office 
and organization running smoothly 
for the past eighteen years. In 
gratitude for Andrea’s outstanding 
service to the Circle Program, we 
are dedicating our holiday tree 
and angels in her honor. Andrea’s 
attention to detail is extraordinary, as 
is her ability to respond with sincere 
gratitude to all gifts, donations, and 
volunteer services. Andrea will be 
retiring at the start of the New Year 

and will be sorely missed by all of us. Like the little girl with the 
starfish, she has made a difference to so many!

Andrea Sutherland is retiring!

Be an Angel, Buy an Angel, 
Fund an Angel!
Back by Popular Demand!
As the holidays approach, we look forward to creating 
the Circle Program Christmas Tree for the annual Festival 
of Trees at the Common Man Inn and Spa in Plymouth, 
New Hampshire. This year’s tree is dedicated to Andrea 
Sutherland, our retiring long-time Office Manager, for her 
many years of service to the Circle Program!

This year’s “Love Angels” have been inspired by the idea 
that “Everywhere you go, (you should) leave a glitter 
trail of kindness behind you.” Andrea’s hard work and 
attention to detail have had a huge impact on the success 
of our program, and she’s done it with that glitter trail of 
kindness that has made a difference to the girls and teens 
in our program.

Please consider honoring Andrea or a family member or 
friend by sponsoring a “Love Angel” made by our Circle 
girls. This unique gift idea will support scholarships raised 
annually that will help fund a girl or teen in our camp 
and mentoring programs. You may sponsor an Angel “In 
Gratitude For,” “In Honor Of,” or “In Memory Of.” An 
Angel will be placed on the tree with the benefactor’s and/
or recipient’s names attached to it.

Angel sponsorship may be purchased for $25, $50 or 
$100 from now through Christmas. Be sure to include the 
beneficiary’s/recipient’s name and address so we may 
notify them, and include the specific label you want added: 
“In Gratitude For,” “In Honor Of,” or “In Memory Of.” 
Help us cover the tree with “Love Angels” representing 
those that make a difference in our lives.

You may call us at 603.536.4244 with your credit card 
information, or send a check to the Circle Program at 
P.O. Box 815, Plymouth, NH 03264 with the above 
information, or purchase online at circleprogram.org.

“A gathering of angels can enlighten the whole world.”
 -- Author Unknown

Our Christmas tree will be dedicated in honor of Andrea 
Sutherland’s eighteen years of outstanding service to the 
Circle Program.
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Circle Teen Ashley Attends Music Camp
Mentor Diane Crawford has always known that her 
Circle teen, Ashley, has a huge interest in becoming a 
professional musician. And as any professional musician 
will tell you, the only way to do that is to play your 
instrument all the time. Though in past years Ashley has 
always participated in Circle Camp, her mentor wanted to 
help her follow her dream and suggested she attend music 
camp this summer.

Diane helped Ashley make this happen and reported back 
to us on Ashley’s summer experience:

“The Lake Winnipesaukee Music Camp is an overnight 
recreational camp for musicians ages 10-18. The camp 
takes place at Geneva Point Center campground in 
Moultonborough. Students participate in elective classes 
as well as focused study of their chosen instrument. Ashley 
participated in the Chamber Ensemble group, playing her 
flute and her oboe. She had the opportunity to try a new 
instrument as well so she chose the cello because she has 
always been interested in that instrument too. 

All students are broken up into various ensemble groups based on their interest (classical, string, folk, pop, rock, 
jazz, vocal, etc.). These groups then rehearse a major work that will be performed at the end of the camp week at a 
concert for friends and family. Each day students study music from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm. After 2:00 they are free to 
participate in recreational activities such as swimming, canoeing, sports, etc.

I am so incredibly proud of Ashley for having the confidence in herself to reach outside her comfort zone and take 
advantage of this opportunity, even though she did not know a single person there. I truly believe her experiences 
with Circle Camp had prepared her for this next step in her life.

When I saw Ashley the night of the concert at camp she was beaming. She told me afterwards she had had a great 
week and had discovered the “musician she truly is!” Her music teacher at Laconia High has let Ashley borrow a 
cello from school and Ashley is pursuing cello lessons this year! Flute, oboe and cello; her music journey continues!

Thank you for all your support.”

Circle teen Ashley, pictured here with her mentor Diane, 
enjoyed participating in music camp this summer.

Eric Werner created a second bench for 
the waterfront featuring some of the local 
animals the girls see around Spectacle Pond.

As part of 
nature study, 
Circle girls 
go “ponding” 
and find 
all kinds 
of critters 
abound in 
Spectacle 
Pond. 
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Hebron Fair Community 
Service Thanks
Hebron Fair organizer Derry Riddle wrote to 
Program Director Paula Ferenc:

“Thank you to all your campers who assisted with the 
Hebron Fair. It was a pleasure to have your young ladies 
join us this year. Your Circle girls were hardworking, 
enthusiastic volunteers and all of the chair people from 
the different church booths gave them glowing reports. 
We greatly appreciated their help! Thanks again from all 
of us at the Hebron Church.”

Helping with the Silent Auction

Helping with the little kids’ games at the Hebron Fair

“Filene’s Basement” fun!

“Filene’s Basement” Night
Many of our donors thoughtfully donate gently used clothing 
and accessories for our Circle girls and teens. For years 
now, our Program Director Paula Ferenc has held what 
she calls “Filene’s Circle Basement” night at Circle Camp. 
Each girl receives a shopping bag and has the opportunity 
to pick out some clothes for herself or her family members. 
This year, more clothes were donated than ever before and 
each girl took home a “hefty bag” full! The Circle girls were 
delighted to be able to go back to school with “new” items 
to wear, and they held an impromptu fashion show that 
evening to show off their new duds to each other! They also 
loved dressing up in their new clothes for breakfast the next 
morning!

Circle girls celebrated the Fourth of July with sparklers up on Campfire Rock.
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Women’s Wellness Retreat at Circle Camp
by Special Events and Marketing Coordinator, Pasha Marlowe

The first annual Women’s Wellness Retreat was held at Circle Camp over the weekend of August 21-23, 2015 and raised 
over $5000 for the Circle Program. Thirty women, including staff and volunteers, attended the retreat, arriving on Friday 
at dinner time and leaving Sunday at lunch. Participants, ranging in age from 15-78, enjoyed activities such as yoga, 
meditation, tai chi, mind/body workshops, stand up paddle boarding, hiking and low ropes course challenges. The 
women slept comfortably with three to five people per cabin and were especially impressed by the wonderful amenities 
at camp. While many of the participants were familiar with the Circle Program, at least half of the participants came from 
out-of-state after hearing about the event via the internet, social media and word of mouth and became new supporters 
and friends of Circle. It was heartwarming to see the retreat serving as a reunion event for siblings, best friends and co-
workers. Every participant agreed that this would be an event they would look forward to attending year after year. 

We were blessed to have a dynamic group of staff and 
volunteers helping over the course of the weekend. Pasha 
Marlowe, Special Events Coordinator at the Circle Program, 
developed the retreat and led the yoga, tai chi, mind/body 
and low ropes classes. Marlene Tabor, a past Circle mentor, 
was the star of the event with her colorful, healthy and 
gourmet meals. The women were thrilled to eat such high-
quality cuisine at tables decorated with fresh flowers and 
gratitude stones. We extend a special thank you to stand up 
paddle boarding instructor, Lori Card for her countless hours 
of volunteer service at the retreat and with the girls at camp 
this year. We were also fortunate to have Kendra Gilpatrick, 
a former Circle girl and current board member, teach yoga, 
Dee Dee Monahan, current mentor, a PiYo class and Beth 
Musto for a workshop and meditation. Beth was so inspired 
by camp and the mission of the Circle Program that she 
became a mentor for the 2015-2016 season. We received 
positive feedback from all of the participants, and believe 
this review from Andrea Early of Cape Cod, MA sums 

it up the best: “This program is simply the best retreat I have ever experienced. It offered the perfect combination of physical 
exercise with mindfulness, play and free time in a beautiful natural setting. The teachers were generous and gentle, the food was 
divine and it all benefits a great and important cause. See you next year and every year after that! Thank you for a wonderful, 
nurturing weekend.”

Stand up paddle boarding at the Women’s Wellness Retreat.

Circle girls unsuccessfully try to balance both sides of the platform “On the Whale Watch.”
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Circle of Hope Scholarship at 
Camp Onaway
by Circle Board member Meredith Funston 

Thanks to their Circle Program experience, hundreds of NH girls 
are taking charge of their destinies and creating more stable, 
healthy and happy lives against some very tough odds. What 
more could we possibly do for a Circle girl to help her build the 
confidence, courage and skills needed to face life’s challenges 
and reach her full potential? Years ago, Arthur Mudge, a past 
president of both the Circle Board of Directors and the Camp 
Onaway Board of Trustees, wanted to give Circle Girls the added 
opportunity to attend Camp Onaway -- the century-old, seven 
week long summer camp that inspired the creation of the Circle 
Program. Art and his wife, Mary, seeded a scholarship fund and many generous donors rallied to support their vision, 
endowing the new scholarship that now provides tuition at Onaway for a Circle Girl who has successfully completed 
a minimum of two years in the Circle Program and who has been recommended by the Program Director of the Circle 
Program. The Circle of Hope Scholarship was created at Onaway and named in memory and honor of Hope Smith 
Emery, Onaway Alumna and Trustee, a founder of the Circle Program and the first President of the Circle Program Board 
of Directors.

Our first Circle of Hope Onaway girl just completed her fifth and final summer as a camper at Onaway, following two 
summers at Circle Camp. While at Onaway, she has stayed connected with the Circle Program, attending our activities 
and group gatherings, and retaining a Circle Mentor throughout all six years. This unique Circle-Onaway partnership has 
provided this young lady with a powerful combination of opportunities and services. Here is an excerpt from something she 
wrote while at Camp Onaway this summer and read aloud to all of her fellow campers one evening on Campfire Rock:

“She turned her “can’ts” into “cans” and her dreams into plans. And that’s what I am doing. I’m not perfect but I’m 
turning my “no ways” into “ways” and my thoughts into plans. Why? Because I am smart, strong and bold. And because 
of camp I am enthusiastic, brave, outgoing and willing to express myself...If you fall down 7 times, stand up 8, because 
Onaway girls try harder every day to achieve their goals...If I can do it, so can you!” Lea-Ann, Onaway Skytops 2015

Lea-Ann has learned new skills, made friends from all over the world and received awards, including her CO, one of the 
highest honors a girl earns at Onaway for being honorable, kind and a good role model to younger campers. Climbing 
mountains, rowing crew shells, singing, dancing and acting have all been part of her journey to finding her best self, and 
along the way she has encouraged her friends to do the same. She returned to high school this fall to pursue her dreams 
and execute her plans, fortified with her Circle and Onaway values, the strength, independence and community building 
skills she developed living away from home, and the love and support of mentors, counselors, directors and friends.

Lea-Ann at the Onaway Fair with counselor Miss Megan.

The girls try to outdo one another on 
“Crazy Hair Day” at Circle Camp.

A new 
kayaker 
gives a 
thumbs 
up to the 
experience!
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Teens Positively Love TAP!
by Associate Program Director, Shannon Rich

This summer’s Teen Adventure Program (TAP) was really 
an adventure on many levels, for both the teens and 
counselors!

Some members of the group have been close friends since 
their first year at Circle Camp, and others were building 
connections with peers they had never really had a chance 
to get to know before. Each one of them took a risk around 
the campfire on the first night and shared their fears about 
the upcoming week, as well as their hopes and goals. They 
expressed fears about the physical demands of camping 
and hiking, and about not overcoming being shy and 
socially awkward. They hoped to make new connections, to 
try new things, and to get the most out of their experience. 

As someone who just joined the Circle community this 
March, it was possible to see the effect Circle has had on 
them over the years through their actions during the course 
of the week. Their presence alone showed their connection to the program, as participation in the TAP week is entirely 
optional – but these teens did far more than just be present. They really set a tone of positivity for themselves from the 
beginning, and held each other accountable to that tone. They ice-skated happily through a rainy day, and approached 
their camping trip to Mount Cardigan with excitement and an intrepid spirit. No one shied away from participating 
in activities, or making a contribution to the success of the group by cooking, cleaning, gathering firewood, helping 
to set up a tent, or lending someone a listening ear. They worked hard to support each other and develop a sense of 
competence around activities such as setting up camp, navigating hiking trails, and kayaking. They were caring to each 
other in times of difficulty, and to the counselors – particularly when one had to leave due to a tragedy in her family. As 
the week progressed, their confidence as hikers and campers grew – they pushed themselves physically and mentally 
every day, and I found myself in awe more than once over their positivity, humor, and the strength of their character. 
They had their moments, as all teenagers do, but they were truly a joy to spend the week with, both as a group and as 
individuals.

These young 
women are strong, 
they are smart, 
they are thoughtful 
and they are kind. 
They will freely 
tell you how much 
this program has 
impacted their lives, 
and they have big 
plans for the future. 
It was an honor 
to finish my first 
summer at Circle 
with them.

A rainy day during TAP was saved when the teens ice-skated at 
Plymouth State University.

The high school 
teens in TAP 
enjoyed a kayaking 
trip down the Pemi.
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Circle Teens Volunteer at the 
NH Marathon
Every year, the Circle Program receives extraordinary support 
from the New Hampshire Marathon (along with the Mayhew 
Program and the Tapply-Thompson Community Center)! We are 
so grateful to the NH Marathon Committee for their twenty-three 
years of dedication to promoting a world-class running event that 
benefits our local youth-centered organizations.

This year’s race took place on a beautiful fall morning with 
more than seven hundred athletes participating. Annually, some 
of our Circle teens show their support for the NH Marathon by 
volunteering to manage a water station and cheer on the racers 
as they pass by. This year, Taylor and Hayley took charge of the 
water station with Associate Program Director, Shannon Rich. 
They had so much fun being a part of this great event!

Taylor and Hayley volunteer at a New 
Hampshire Marathon water station.

“Who-Makes-the-Best-Apple-Pie Party”
 by Program Director Paula Ferenc

The arrival of fall in central New Hampshire brings to all who are eagerly waiting for it, incredible magic. Lane upon lane of 
proud trees burst into colors that truly stop us in our tracks. We admire them, talk about them, freely share our favorite colors 
and take time to go on hikes to see them ever closer. It’s also the time for apple picking. Our beautifully cared-for orchards invite 
us to pick delicious and perfectly shaped apples, a special treat indeed! Ahh, but the magic of fall doesn’t end there if you have 
found your way onto the limited and some might whisper “coveted” guest list of “Who-Makes-the-Best-Apple-Pie Party!”

This special event has spanned over the past 15 Octobers because of its creator and gifted hostess Bonnie Hunt! Bonnie has 
been our longtime friend, original Board member, Treasurer and tireless supporter of Circle since the beginning. It’s a legitimate 

“best apple pie” contest which has been recognized 
in Cooking Light and Yankee Magazine thanks to 
Barbara Lauterbach, well-known cookbook author and 
contest judge. The judging is serious and takes place 
while Bonnie’s party guests enjoy her homemade mac 
‘n cheese. There can be anywhere from 8-15 pies 
entered. Once the pies are judged, they are displayed 
and ready to be tasted by all and the top five winners 
receive praise and prizes!

The evening is not over until Bonnie sings the 
praises of the Circle Program. The “Who-Makes-the 
Best-Apple-Pie Party” invitation has always included 
“Your presence and donations to the Circle Program 
for the Alexandra Engler Memorial Fund will be the 
best gift you can give me!” 

The “Finest and the Final Who-Makes-the-Best-Apple-
Pie Party” took place on October 17, 2015. Thank 
you Bonnie for years of delicious pies and generous 
support of the Circle Program!

Apple pies ready for judging!
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Jay Mullins Retires from the 
Circle Board
For the past nine years, Jay Mullins has not only served on 
our Board of Directors, but has truly inspired the growth of our 
program and organization. Being a parent of two daughters, 
Circle’s mission to provide new opportunities to girls has been 
dear to Jay’s heart. When Jay attends and actively participates 
in Circle events and fundraisers, such as the Circle Trot, 
Triathlon and annual camp work days, he often includes his 
wife Jenny and daughters Megan and Sally. Jay felt it was 
important to share Circle’s mission with his daughters as they 
were similar in age to the girls we serve.

Jay’s background in economics, law and wealth management 
has been an invaluable resource. His firm, DL Carlson 
Investment Group, has been a frequent sponsor of the Triathlon. 
Jay’s conscientious and dedicated leadership of our Investment 
Committee has generated sound investment policies and 

significant growth in our endowment funds. During his chairmanship of the Investment Committee, the Circle Program 
endowment grew dramatically from $535,000 to over $967,000!

We are so grateful for all Jay’s hard work on behalf of our Circle girls and teens! He has been a voice of reason on the 
Board and has always been willing to roll up his sleeves to help. Thank you Jay! You will be sorely missed!

Jay Mullins pictured here with his family - daughters, Megan 
and Sally, and wife Jenny.

Mayhew Boys Contribute to NH Humane Society
Mayhew Money. It’s the only currency that has value on Mayhew Island. The only way to get it is to earn it 
through the daily projects that keep the Island shipshape. The boys can use their Mayhew Money to buy things 
for themselves and their family in the Mayhew Market. They can also choose to make a charitable contribution.

This summer, the eighty-four Island boys had the option of contributing to the NH Humane Society. (Mayhew 
serves an additional one hundred thirty boys who have already completed the Island Phase of the program.) 
Forty-five of the eighty-four boys chose to contribute and they did so in an amount that was nearly 10% of all the 
Mayhew Money earned for the whole summer! One of the contributors, Austin, captured the spirit of many others 
when he noted that he liked animals and thought that his money was better used to help them than to buy things 
for himself.

To Austin and his fellow 
contributors: You are 
leading Mayhew; you really 
are! Mayhew extends its 
deep gratitude to them and 
to the NH Humane Society 
for its incredible work 
helping animals in need!

For more information about 
Mayhew, go to 
www.mayhew.org or call 
(603) 744-6131.

Alaric, Xavier and Rylee 
(and their forty-two fellow 

contributors) give some 
“purr”fect support to the animals 

of the NH Humane Society.
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Gratitude is the Attitude! Many Thanks to our Partners!
Several times during Circle Camp and throughout the mentoring year, each girl is given a “gratitude stone.” These small glass 
stones symbolize something for which she is grateful. She can keep the stone as a reminder to herself or pass it on to someone 
as a token of appreciation. The important message is that we all have things we can be grateful for in our lives. 

As an organization, the Circle Program is extremely grateful for two very special partnerships that have directly benefited the 
girls and teens enrolled in our program:

The Circle Trot, a 2K, 5K, 10K race held in collaboration with Plymouth State University’s Center for Active Living and Healthy 
Communities, has helped brand the Greater Plymouth area as “Race Central.” PSU students from the Center, under Center 
Director and Circle Board President Dr. Barbara McCahan, along with support from PSU Service Learning Coordinator for the 
Office of Research and Engagement Jessica Dutile, received training as our volunteer force for the Trot. The students engaged in 
pre-race planning, race-day logistics, registration, crowd control, first aid, cheering our athletes on along the route, and served 
as our on-the-course management team. There is no doubt that the Fifth Annual Circle Trot was successful because of the time 
and energy they dedicated to our event. Thank you all for your extraordinary support!

Another amazing partnership annually 
showcases the incredibly large community 
of support regularly enjoyed by the 
Circle Program. Our Eighth Annual Circle 
Triathlon, held on September 6, 2015, 
was energized by the efforts of our Tri 
founders, Race Directors Barry Gaw and 
Martha Macomber. Over the past eight 
years, they have created an unparalleled, 
vibrant Tri family that included athletes, 
spectators, Circle mentors and girls, and 
other volunteers. Many thanks also go 
to all our business sponsors including 
Alex Ray and the Common Man family 
for taking the role of headline sponsor. 
We are also grateful to Pasha Marlowe, 
Circle’s Special Events and Marketing 
Coordinator, for her exceptional efforts 
and attention to detail.

Echoing the long-standing mission of 
the Circle Program, the Circle Triathlon 
promotes an opportunity for competitors 
to demonstrate “the Skills, Courage, and 
Confidence to Tri.” This year’s Circle Triathlon was again 
hosted by Barry Gaw at his businesses, the Riveredge 
Marina and Squam River Landing in Ashland, New 
Hampshire.

The Circle Triathlon continues to be a unique athletic event 
that offers three levels of competition within the three types 
of races, and families and friends are always encouraged 
to compete together. All ages and levels of ability are 
welcome to join the fun with individuals competing in all 
three sprint races on their own or joining in a tri-team 
where each member completes a separate leg of the race. 
The goal of the Circle Triathlon is to promote fitness and 
sportsmanship while introducing people to the triathlon 
sport. 

We need to collect a truckload of gratitude stones for all 
these dedicated partners! We just can’t thank them enough 
for all they do to support our Circle girls and teens!

Martha Macomber and Barry Gaw get ready to place the swim buoys out on Little 
Squam before the start of the Circle Triathlon.

We are grateful to our enthusiastic Triathlon volunteers who make our 
event possible!
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Once a Circle Girl, Always a Circle Girl
by Program Director, Paula Ferenc

“The Circle fun never ends” has been 
one of our program mantras since day 
one, and indeed it holds true at most 
of our Circle happenings. Circle camp, 
the annual Triathlon and Trot, mentor 
visits, group gatherings and the array of 
community service events are just a few 
examples.

This past September, a new type of 
“Circle fun” was made possible by 
longtime Board member, Janet Cocchiaro. 
In 2000, Janet was eager to be a Circle 
mentor. She was formally enrolled and 
then matched with Jessica, one of our new 
girls who was going into grade five. Over 
a short amount of time their relationship 
strengthened, and they developed that 
“connection” we know exists in many mentor/girl matches. This one however 
has played out to be a bit more unique and meaningful as their connection has 
continued fifteen years later!

Jessica is now twenty-six years old, and was married in September to Nic, who as 
Janet describes, “is a really wonderful and great guy!” Janet knows this because 
they have spent quality time together. When Jessica and Nic shared their plans 
to be married here in NH (they are living in South Carolina), Janet opened her 
home to them for the duration of their stay, along with their six-month old and Jess’s 
extended family too. As one can imagine, it was a dream come true for Jessica, 
and her family was so very grateful to Janet and her husband Rich for the hugely 
generous gift of a home away from home for her and her family!

Circle Alumna Jessica with her mentor 
Janet on her recent wedding day.

Counselor Kristine teaches the Circle 
teens how to sail.


